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1. What is province-ministry science and technology cooperation?
2. Evolution of the cooperation?
3. Factors of the cooperation?
4. Barriers and solutions of the cooperation?

1. What is PMSTC?
10 national ministries；30 provinces
•Ministry of education laboratory (107)
•Local universities (10)

State key lab (37)
research center(101)

modern railway traffic state key lab

•new countryside project (65)
•Agriculture information platform(65)

Innovation pilot enterprise (103)
………

Cooperation modes

1

provinces and ministries
S&T co-construction

Technology service agency: research center,
information platform, high-tech park could be
subsidized by both local and central government.

The ministry government and provincial
government have a regular meeting, every half the
year, they meet with each other.

2

provinces and ministries
S&T co-consulting

3

provinces and ministries
A cooperative partnership between the central ministry
“Industry-Academy-Research ” and Guangdong Province which brings together
government, industrial sector, university and other
Partnership

resources to perform S&T-based economic development.

(1) Province-Ministry S&T Co-construction

Industry: Jingdezhen state ceramic S&T city

The high-tech park: Wuhan overseas
scholars business park

Modern agriculture:
agriculture comprehensive information platform

Forefront science : protein science laboratory.

(2) Province-ministry S&T co-consulting

Fujian Province
cross-Taiwan Straits S&T :
the construction of cross-straits sparkle tie.

Yunnan Province
give prominence to the cultivation flowers and
promotion development of animal resource lab.

(3) Province-ministry “industry-academy-research” partnership
Why is Guangdong?
•The first province of implementation the reform and opening up policy
•One of most developed province
•Many headquarters of famous high-tech companies
•Few famous universities or research institutions
Top 100 universities (4 in Guangdong)

Central: The ministry of S&T, education, finance,
Local: governments from Guangzhou(广州)，
Shenzhen(深圳)，
Dongguan（东莞）

government

•
•

There are more than 2300
high-tech firms: ZTE(中兴)、
Huawei(华为)、Midea(美的)、
Green(格力)、Skyworth(创维)、
Mindray(迈瑞.

industry

16 Public labs
97 Provinciallevel key labs

partners

research

academy

•

China development bank:
18 billions dollars

finance

intermediary
organization •
•
•

More than 160
universities,
including 72 key
universities

Productivity accelerate
center ；
business incubator ；
ICT center；
Service organization for the
intellectual property rights

Anhui Architecture University and Guangdong New
Music Materials Co., L : Teaching and Practice Base

Beijing Technology University and Aoma
Electricity Co., L : Industry-AcademyResearch Cooperation Base

Guangdong Agricultural Science Institution and
Agricultural and Livestock Development Co., L :
Industry-Academy-Research Cooperation Base

The Function of Each Participant
•Central and local governments: set up S&T policy goals, apportion
subsidies.
•SME: propose the common technology needs, apply for the subsidies,
cooperate with universities.
•Universities and institutions: provide knowledge and skills.
•Research center ( incubator, accelerator, technology platform): provide
services such as management training, office space, facilitate network
(IC coffee)
Provide specialized service: information delivery, academic lectures,
introduce venture capital, technical consultant
communicate with your peer, demonstrate your company’s new
product, and launch the market survey

IC Coffee in Beijing
Press conference of new product

IC Coffee in Wuhan
PPT projection screen

IC Coffee in Shanghai
Technical training

Since 1949

Central government command oriented mode
Learned from “Soviet Union ”---highly centralized
All the public institutions were directly controlled by the central governments.
Central government command oriented mode has long been regarded as essential for the
socialist system.

Since 1949

Reform mode
Reform and opening-up policy
The “big government” falls into disfavor and market solutions
becomes popular
The decision making power was reallocated among levels of
governments.

Since 1978

Since 1949

Since 1978

Since 21st century

Central-local government S&T cooperation
•social development has still lagged behind economic development as a result of environmental
pollution, ecological destruction, food safety.
•Face similar external pressure: innovation

State Plans for Medium and Long-Term Development of S&T (2006-2020).” The basic pillar of this
plan is “independent innovation,”
approach: national innovation system; and regional innovation system
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1. Ideology
US, the social stability is said to be the “limited government” with lots of nongovernment group who will check and balance with one another .
China, the social stability is said to be the “strong government”, lots of public affairs
need the governments especially the central government to support.

2. Intergovernmental Relations
US, Federalism： the power to govern is shared between federal and state-level
governments.
China, unitary: Formal authority is constitutionally held by the central
government. Provincial and local officials are appointed by the center, not
elected by local citizens. The nation's constitution and political structure can not
guarantee political powers for local governments. A hierarch administration is
supposed to integrate central authority, local authorities and enterprises together.
The idea of “public-private partnership” and “cooperate governance” seem to
emerge in both countries.

3. Value evolution
US, the liberal value of government peaked during the Johnson administration,
which fades during Reagan administration, and now “cooperate governance”

China, the conservative hard-line ideologues peak during the central planning
time of Mao, which fade during the reform period of Deng emphasizing on
decentralization

4. Domestic circumstances
US
1)Great Depression of the 1930s in U.S. was a catalyst for rapid evolution of government
capacity.
2)World War II and cold war hastened developments toward contracting out military
research
3)Hurricane Katrina disaster put the spotlight on the cooperation between the federal and
the state, and also in and extra governments.
China
1)rapid economic growth from 1980s to the present requires the government to manage a
modern economy(Tsao,2006)
2)The entry into WTO requires the technical expertise from the government to comply
with WTO standards, and their cooperation among the institutions and universities
3)SARS, Sichuan earthquake requires cooperation among different sectors, and the
different levels of governments

Different
goals

Short-sighted

Lack
policymaking
power
Inappropriate
evaluation
system

① The central government emphasizes support for basic and long-term research
② Provincial governments focus on the S&T-based economic development,
creating jobs, commercialized or short-term research.
③ Universities specialize in producing educated workforce and pursue the fund
from the central and local governments.
④ Private industry orients to organize activities to maximize profits.

Some local governments regard this cooperation as political mission.

S&T policy scholars or advisors have little policymaking power, as they are far
away from the legislative process .

The current assessment system still pays much attention to the number of
publications instead of technology transfer goals.
A lot of universities still reluctantly devote themselves to this cooperation .

Redirect the leadership between
ministry and province

Find the common incentives

Establish the joint organization

Tail the policy to the local conditions

For the basic, long-term, high-risk and public-interest
research activities, the ministry should take the lead.
For the applied, short-term, low-risk and private-interest
research activities, provincial governments do.
Common incentives could be found when the appropriate
partner takes the lead, the goal is clearly stated, and all
involved parties consult with each other extensively.

The joint organization is made up of the central and local
government officials to make long-term and stable S&T
policies.

The province-ministry S&T policies should be tailed to a
variety of special local needs and circumstances.

